MONDAY SELECTIONS, BETTING STRATEGY AND PICK 4 TICKET
Sunday Results: Hit 2 top choice winners; and 8th race trifecta for $198 ($56 investment).

Today’s Best Plays: Races 4, 5, 7 and a $48 Pick 4 ticket.
1st race-1. OCEANOGRAPHY (1A) 2. APOPLECTIC (3) 3. KALOOKAN BOSS (7)
2nd race-1. ONEFUNSONOFAGUN (1) 2. CASINO KAY (5) 3. HIGHLAND TORREE (2) 4.
SUNSET TIJUANA (3)
3rd race-1. GREAT THOUGHT (3) 2. WICKED DELIGHT (6) 3. B R’S GIRL (4)
***4th race-1. BLUSHING BEAR CAT (4) 2. STRESS FREE (5) 3. LA MANDONNA (1)
In a 7 furlong event for 4-year-old fillies, I will key around my top two choices. Preference to
BLUSHING BEAR CAT (5-2), who goes route-to-sprint and drops another class level for
Spawr. She might be most effective around one corner and will be tough to beat off her last.
STRESS FREE (6-1) comes off a close third to slightly softer and steps up a level after being
claimed by red-hot Gary Stute. Key these two on a pair of trifecta plays and play Daily Doubles
from ‘CAT and ‘FREE to my top choice in the next race.
Trifecta numbers: 4,5/4,5/ALL=$12
and
4,5/ALL/4,5=$12
Daily Doubles: 4,5/9
***5th race-1. KIMMY’SKLASSYLADY (9) 2. FOXY GAMES (6) 3. JUSTICE IS BRIEF (8)
In the first leg of the late Pick 4, I very much like the chances of KIMMY’KLASSLADY (10-1).
She comes off a decent third over the main track but was claimed by Ellis, who does very well
first off the claim. She switches back to turf (0-for-6 but has run okay in a couple downhill
events) and should get a great stalking trip from outside. If not alive in the DD, then make a
Win Bet on ‘LADY. Play a pair of trifectas keying ‘LADY with FOXY GAMES (3-1) and
JUSTICE IS BRIEF (6-1). Also, box my top three in the exacta/trifecta.
Trifecta numbers: 9/6,8/ALL=$14
and
6,8/9/ALL=$14
Exacta/Trifecta Box: 6-8-9

6th race-1. SNEAKY JACK (5) 2. PRINCESS AMELIE (1) 3. BROUGHT IT (3) 4. RIVER GLOW (2)
***7th race-1. GWEEBARRA (6) 2. KRUGER PARK (1) 3. CONGO KING (3) 4. MILLER’S
TURBO (2)
In by far the most difficult race on the card, I will give the edge to comebacker GWEEBARRA
(6-1). The Drysdale trainee has not bee seen since opening day at Del Mar when he was parked
extremely wide in the Oceanside. He has shown the ability to sprint and the ability to fire fresh,
so give him the edge in here. Make a Win Bet on GWEEBARRA and key him in trifectas with
KRUGER PARK (5-1), MILLER’S TURBO (6-1) and CONGO KING (7-2). Also, box my top
four in the exacta/trifecta.
Trifecta numbers: 6/1,2,3/ALL=$24
and
1,2,3/6/ALL=$24
Exacta/Trifecta Box: 1-2-3-6
8th race-1. BENCHMARK KID (11) 2. SYNDICATOR (1) 3. R LUMBER (3)
***$48 PICK 4 TICKET (races 5-8):
5th race--KIMMY’SKLASSYLADY
6th race--PRINCESS AMELIE, RIVER GLOW, BROUGHT IT, SNEAKY JACK
(Alternate: NONE)
7th race--KRUGER PARK, MILLER’S TURBO, CONGO KING, GWEEBARRA
(Alternate: ALL MAN)
8th race--SYNDICATOR, R LUMBER, BENCHMARK KID
(Alternate: RICKY EL CORREDOR)
Pick 4 numbers: 9/1,2,3,5/1,2,3,6/1,3,11=$48
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